Introduction
============

Insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor kinase (IGF-1RK) is a key member of the IGF-1 signal transduction pathway controlling cell proliferation, differentiation, and motility.^[@cit1],[@cit2]^ Owing to its importance in cell survival, dysfunction of this signaling cascade is associated with a number of human diseases, including cancers^[@cit3],[@cit4]^ and rheumatoid arthritis.^[@cit5]^ IGF-1 signaling proceeds by binding of an extracellular hormone to the receptor\'s ectodomain and dimerization of the intracellular kinase domains (*i.e.*, IGF-1RK).^[@cit6],[@cit7]^ Next, autophosphorylation takes place in trans at three tyrosine residues (*i.e.*, Tyr1131, Tyr1135, and Tyr1136) of the activation loop (A-loop) of the kinase, and yields a fully activated kinase.^[@cit8]^

X-ray crystallography has established that IGF-1RK exists in two conformations: one referred to as inactive and the other active.^[@cit9]--[@cit11]^ Without A-loop phosphorylation, the kinase adopts the inactive conformation.^[@cit10]^ This conformation is characterized by an inhibitory conformation of the A-loop, which sterically blocks the binding pocket of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and occludes the docking site of a downstream substrate protein ([Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the conserved Asp--Phe--Gly (DFG) motif and αC-helix rotate away from the active site, disabling its catalytic activity. In the active conformation,^[@cit11]^ the A-loop is fully phosphorylated and adopts an extended conformation to enable ATP and substrate binding ([Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which together with the in-orientation DFG and αC-helix forms the catalytically competent active site of the kinase.

![Overview of IGF-1RK structures: (a) inactive conformation and (b) active conformation. The A-loop and αC-helix are colored light blue in (a) and red in (b), respectively. The three A-loop tyrosines, ATP and Mg^2+^ ions are indicated with the ball-and-stick model. In (b), the substrate peptide is shown in pink. (c) Scheme of the studied systems and corresponding states. The orange line represents the A-loop (folded = inactive conformation and extended = active conformation). In the active conformation systems, the substrate peptide is represented by the green stick, and the ATP and ADP by the "star" symbol with three and two "P" symbols, respectively. The phosphorylated A-loop tyrosines are also indicated with the "P" symbols.](c7sc00055c-f1){#fig1}

The activity of IGF-1RK is enhanced by ∼120 fold after its A-loop phosphorylation,^[@cit11]^ of which 11 fold is contributed by increased catalytic rate (*i.e.*, *k* ~cat~) and the rest by increased substrate binding affinities. Similar enhancement of the catalytic activity has been reported in the insulin receptor kinase (IRK).^[@cit12]^ These kinetic data have two implications for IGF-1RK activation and catalysis. First, the enzyme has a basal level catalytic activity in its unphosphorylated form, which enables the kinase\'s autophosphorylation upon receiving its activation signal. Second, the unphosphorylated kinase can adopt the catalytically competent (active) conformation to display the basal level catalytic activity. Otherwise, much larger change is expected than the reported 11 fold change in catalytic rate. These imply that the kinase interconverts between the inactive and active conformations, and that A-loop phosphorylation shifts the relative population between them.^[@cit13]^

Owing to the importance of kinases in human health and drug development, many studies, both experimental and theoretical, were conducted to understand the mechanisms underlying the effects of ligands or regulatory domains on the protein dynamics and activities,^[@cit14]--[@cit20]^ cancer-causing mutations on kinase activities^[@cit21]--[@cit24]^ and kinase conformational changes.^[@cit25]--[@cit29]^ On the other hand, relatively few studies have been carried out to understand the allosteric regulation of A-loop phosphorylation on kinase conformational dynamics^[@cit22],[@cit30]--[@cit32]^ and catalytic activities.^[@cit33]^ Thus, detailed mechanisms of kinase allostery mediated by A-loop phosphorylation remain poorly understood.

In the present study, the effects of A-loop phosphorylation on the protein dynamics, structure, stability and free energy landscape were examined using molecular dynamics (MD) and alchemical free energy simulations. Specifically, four different conformational and ligand bound states of IGF-1RK were simulated to cover the entire catalytic cycle, including the conformational change, substrate binding, phosphoryl transfer and product release. By using these states, we examined differences in the protein dynamics, side chain interactions and thermodynamics. The study provided a molecular level understanding of how A-loop phosphorylation affects different steps in the IGF-1RK catalytic cycle for allosteric control of its catalytic activity.

Methods
=======

System preparation
------------------

All systems (residues between 958 and 1255) were prepared based on either the inactive (PDB code 1P4O^[@cit10]^) or active (PDB code ; 1K3A^[@cit11]^) conformation X-ray structure. All prepared systems and their notations are summarized in [Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table S1.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} In the inactive conformation systems, the first monomer (chain A) of the ; 1P4O structure, including all corresponding crystal waters, were used. Protonation states of all ionizable residues were determined on the basis of their p*K* ~a~ values in water and hydrogen bonding networks deduced from both the inactive and active conformation X-ray structures. In the phosphorylated inactive conformation system, the three A-loop tyrosines (Tyr1135, Tyr1131 and Tyr1136) were modified to their phosphorylated forms. All missing atomic coordinates were then generated using the CHARMM27 force field parameters.^[@cit34],[@cit35]^ Each system was solvated with an 80 Å rhombic dodecahedron box of 12 043 TIP3P waters^[@cit36]^ followed by removal of waters that overlapped with protein atoms. To neutralize and set the ionic concentration of each system to 150 mM, different numbers of Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions were placed at random positions. For example, in the I0PApo system, 33 Na^+^ and 24 Cl^--^ ions were added, resulting in a total of 35 868 atoms in the system.

All active conformation systems were prepared based on the 1K3A X-ray structure, in which the residues between 1067 and 1076 were model built based on the ; 3NW5 X-ray structure.^[@cit37]^ In the reactant state systems, the AMP--PCP (ATP analogue) was replaced with ATP. The substrate peptide found in the X-ray structure was included without modification. In the product state systems, AMP--PCP and the tyrosine residue of the substrate peptide were replaced with ADP and phosphotyrosine, respectively. In both systems, two Mg^2+^ ions and their coordinating waters were model built in the active site based on their positions in the active conformation IRK structure (PDB code ; 1IR3 ([@cit38])). All unphosphorylated systems were prepared by restoring each phosphorylated A-loop tyrosine to tyrosine. The rest of the system preparation was the same as the inactive conformation system preparation.

Each system was first energy minimized for 10 000 steps with a series of constraints and restraints to relieve high-energy contacts. Then, while keeping similar restraints, each system was equilibrated for 310 ps at temperatures ranging between 300 K and 600 K. During the last 100 ps, the restraints that were applied to the protein were slowly removed, followed by additional 500 ps equilibration without restraints. Details of the energy minimizations and equilibration MD simulations are provided in ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and trajectory analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------

For each system, a production MD simulation was performed for 300 ns at 1 atm and 300 K. All simulations were carried out using the leap-frog Verlet with 2 fs integration time. The temperature and pressure were maintained using the Langevin thermostat and Nosé--Hoover Langevin piston algorithms,^[@cit39],[@cit40]^ respectively. Throughout, the protein, substrate peptide, ATP/ADP and ions were represented by the CHARMM27 force fields^[@cit35],[@cit41]^ with the CMAP correction on protein backbone dihedrals,^[@cit34],[@cit42]^ and water molecules by the TIP3P model.^[@cit36]^ The SHAKE algorithm^[@cit43]^ was applied to all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The particle mesh Ewald summation (PME) method^[@cit44]^ was used for electrostatic interactions with an 11 Å real-space cutoff. The switching function^[@cit45]^ was applied between 9 Å and 11 Å for the van der Waals interactions. During each MD simulation, atomic coordinates were saved at 2 ps time intervals for later analysis (see the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for details of the trajectory analyses).

All system preparation, energy minimizations and equilibration MD simulations was carried out using the CHARMM program (version c38a1)^[@cit46]^ and CHARMM-GUI web interface.^[@cit47]^ The production MD simulations were performed using the NAMD program (version 2.9).^[@cit48]^ Trajectory analyses, including principle component analysis (PCA),^[@cit49]^ protein motion projection,^[@cit50],[@cit51]^ covariance matrix analysis, root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) and distance measurements, were carried out using the CHARMM program. Community network analysis was performed according to the protocol of Sethi *et al.* ^[@cit52]^ All protein structure figures were prepared using PyMOL software.^[@cit53]^

Alchemical free energy simulations of A-loop phosphorylation
------------------------------------------------------------

Free energy differences between the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated systems were determined using the alchemical free energy simulation method.^[@cit54],[@cit55]^ These simulations were carried out by alchemically mutating each phosphotyrosine to its corresponding tyrosine (or *vice versa*) at four different functional states of IGF-1RK (*i.e.*, the inactive conformation, active apo conformation and both the reactant and product state systems). To minimize the total number of simulations, all three A-loop tyrosines were mutated simultaneously. As a reference, we also performed alchemical simulations for the mutation of a single phosphotyrosine to tyrosine in water.

Each mutation simulation was carried out in three steps. In the first step, the charges on the tyrosine residues were removed (*i.e.*, uncharging step). In the second step, the uncharged tyrosines were transformed to the uncharged phosphotyrosines with the soft-core potential^[@cit56]^ for enhanced endpoint configuration samplings. In the final step, the charges on the phosphotyrosines were restored (*i.e.*, charging step). In the latter step, the background charge correction^[@cit57]^ was applied and the net charge of each system was set to the midpoint charge between the uncharged and fully charged pTyr residues by adjusting the total number of counter ions, to minimize the net charge artifact. Each transformation was accomplished in 11*λ* steps (*i.e.*, *λ* = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 values), where *λ* is the coupling parameter for a linear transformation between the starting and end points.^[@cit54]^ At each *λ* value, a total of 1 ns simulation was carried out and the last 800 ps was used for free energy calculations by thermodynamic integration (TI).^[@cit58]^ To remove bias when estimating the free energy change, uncorrelated data were extracted based on their correlation time and the bootstrapping protocol^[@cit59],[@cit60]^ was applied to obtain the free energy error with 1000 repetitions for each transformation. The convergence of the determined free energy values was checked by extending the simulation length to 2 ns for each system. All simulations were carried out using the PERT module in the CHARMM program (version c38a1).

Results
=======

Effects of A-loop phosphorylation on low frequency protein motions
------------------------------------------------------------------

During the 300 ns MD simulations, none of the systems underwent large-scale structural reorganization. Instead, small and localized changes were observed near the A-loop of all phosphorylated inactive conformation and unphosphorylated active conformation systems (see ESI for detailed descriptions and Fig. S1--S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). To gain insights into how such local changes induce large conformational changes, we performed the principal component analysis (PCA)^[@cit49]^ and identified low frequency protein motions. In Fig. S4,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} the three lowest frequency motions and projection of each saved coordinates onto the two lowest frequency motions are presented for each system. These analyses revealed differences in the A-loop motions before and after A-loop phosphorylation in all system pairs and αC-helix motions in most system pairs. The remainder of the kinase showed similar motions.

In the inactive conformation, the A-loop, particularly the end of it, showed enhanced motions after the phosphorylation (Fig. S4a and b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The perturbation is clearly visible in the plots showing the overall RMSF and the lowest-frequency motion contribution to it^[@cit61]^ (Fig, S2a and b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Our analysis of side chain interactions between the A-loop and the rest of the kinase identified several interactions that changed after the phosphorylation, which likely caused the large amplitude A-loop motion (Fig. S5 and S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). One representative interaction was the Lys1058--Asp1134 salt bridge, which was formed in I0PApo but destroyed in I3PApo. A similar interaction is also found in the inactive conformation IRK between its Lys1085 and Asp1161. This conservation supports the importance of this interaction to stabilize the inhibitory conformation A-loop. Moreover, because these residues are located near the A-loop tyrosines, any changes in the A-loop tyrosines such as by phosphorylation can easily disturb these interactions. Removal of these interactions can thus enhance the mobility of A-loop as evidenced by a mutation study in IRK.^[@cit62]^

In the active conformation (both the apo and holo kinases), protein motions near the A-loop tyrosines were suppressed after the kinase phosphorylation (Fig. S4c--h[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This is consistent with the decreased RMSDs of the phosphorylated A-loop tyrosines (Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In the holo form kinase, the αC-helix motions were also suppressed after the phosphorylation. In contrast, such suppression of αC-helix motions was not observed in the active conformation apo form kinase (Fig. S4c and d[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This difference in αC-helix motions suggests that substrate binding imposes some restraints on αC-helix motion only in the phosphorylated kinase. We found several interactions that are potentially connected to this αC-helix motion suppression. They are discussed in details in the section entitled "Interactions in the active conformations controlling the stability and dynamics of the A-loop and αC-helix".

Contribution of low frequency protein motions to kinase conformational change
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The above analysis of the MD simulations suggests that A-loop phosphorylation induces only local and relatively small changes in protein motions. Can these changes lead to a large conformational change of the kinase? To quantify, at least approximately, the contribution of each protein motion to the global conformational change, vibrational projection analysis of protein motion^[@cit51]^ was performed by projecting each PCA mode onto a unit displacement vector defined by the active *versus* inactive conformations (Fig. S7[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The results are presented in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} as the cumulative sum of the projection square for the first 200 lowest frequency motions. Among the studied systems, the fully phosphorylated inactive conformation system (I3PApo) showed the most pronounced difference. In I3PApo, the cumulative sum increased early, such that the first 100 (lowest frequency) PCA modes accounted for ∼70% of the total projection. In contrast, the same number of modes contributed only ∼40% in the other systems. Because the difference of the A-loop orientation between the two conformations was the major contributor to the displacement vector, the early rise in I3PApo implies enhanced A-loop motions directed toward the active conformation.

![Cumulative sum of projection square for (a) apo and (b) holo systems. In the *X*-axis, the PCA modes were arranged in ascending order by mode frequency. The cumulative sum was calculated as ![](c7sc00055c-t1.jpg){#ugt1}, where ***d*** and ***υ*** ~*i*~ denote the unit displacement vector (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and PCA mode vector, respectively.](c7sc00055c-f2){#fig2}

Network connectivity and its variation between different simulated systems
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In parallel to PCA, community network^[@cit52]^ and covariance matrix analyses (Fig. S8 and S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) were carried out to gain insight into the structural and dynamical coupling between different regions, *e.g.*, the αC-helix and A-loop, of the kinase. The community network analysis revealed that the entire kinase was partitioned roughly into 9 communities, ignoring isolated communities formed by a small number of residues (Fig. S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This partitioning was similar to the pattern observed in protein kinase A (PKA),^[@cit63]^ in which each community has some associated roles in kinase structure and function.

Despite seemingly similar global partitioning in all simulated states, pronounced community variations were found in the inactive and reactant states, especially, near their A-loop and αC-helix. In I0PApo, for example, a substantial fraction of the A-loop merged with the αD-helix to form a single community (Fig. S10a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This changed after phosphorylation; *i.e.*, the A-loop detached from the αD-helix and disintegrated into several isolated communities (Fig. S10e[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This community variation suggests that kinase phosphorylation perturbs the contacts between the A-loop and the rest of the protein, making the A-loop structurally and dynamically independent. This finding is consistent with the results of covariance analysis of atomic fluctuations, which showed the decreased correlation of A-loop, while the correlation of αC-helix was increased after the A-loop phosphorylation (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

In the reactant state, the connectivity between the A-loop and αC-helix was enhanced in the fully phosphorylated kinase, compared with the connectivity in the unphosphorylated kinase (Fig. S10c and g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Similarly enhanced connectivity was also observed in the phosphorylated product state. The enhanced connectivity, together with the covariance analysis results (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), indicates that in the holo kinase, A-loop phosphorylation increases both the structural and dynamical coupling between the A-loop and αC-helix. This increased coupling provides a rational explanation to the enhanced catalytic activity of the fully activated kinase.

Changes in αC-helix orientation after A-loop phosphorylation and ligand binding
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the A-loop, the orientation and dynamics of the αC-helix changed after A-loop phosphorylation ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, S11 and S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These changes appeared to induce the kinase\'s conformational change and thus affect its catalytic activity. For example, in I3PApo, the αC-helix rotated outward relative to that in I0PApo ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which resulted in a more open active site. Since some space is required in the active site of the kinase for the inhibitory A-loop, especially the DFG motif, to flip toward that of the active form,^[@cit64]^ the outward αC-helix rotation may provide such space to facilitate the large conformational change. This is consistent with the partial flipping of the DFG motif observed from the I3PApo system MD simulations, which occurred in concert with the outward αC-helix rotation (Fig. S13[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![Comparison of the αC-helix orientation (a) between the apo systems and (b) between the holo systems. The inactive and active conformation A-loops are shown in blue and red colored cartoon, respectively, and αC-helix in different colors for the different systems indicated in each figure. The remainder of the kinase is shown in gray. The orientation of αC-helix was determined for each system by averaging the αC-helix positions from the last 250 ns trajectories of the 300 ns MD simulation.](c7sc00055c-f3){#fig3}

In the active conformation, the response of the αC-helix to A-loop phosphorylation was different between the apo and holo states. In the apo state, both the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated kinases adopted very similar αC-helix orientations ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the holo systems, in contrast, the αC-helix of the phosphorylated kinase rotated more inward than that of the unphosphorylated kinase ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The inward rotation resulted in a narrower orientation distribution of the αC-helix (Fig. S12b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). To confirm this difference, we carried out accelerated MD (aMD) simulations^[@cit65]^ and found similarly inward oriented αC-helix (Fig. S12c and d[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), consistent with the equilibrium MD simulation results ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This difference of αC-helix orientation suggests that A-loop phosphorylation restricts the αC-helix close to the active site in the holo form kinase, which is further supported by the covariance (Fig. S9g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and community network analyses (Fig. S10g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The restricted αC-helix in the phosphorylated reactant state may stabilize the catalytically competent active site of the kinase with enhanced catalytic activity.

Interactions in the inactive conformations controlling the stability and dynamics of the A-loop and αC-helix
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the interaction analysis, we have identified several interactions that are important for controlling the stability of the inhibitory conformation A-loop. One particular set of interactions were the hydrogen bonds formed between the A-loop tyrosines (Tyr1131, Tyr1135 and Tyr1136) and nearby aspartate/glutamate residues (Asp1056, Asp1105 and Glu1189) (Fig. S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Not only these hydrogen bonds were observed from the inactive conformation X-ray structure of IGF-1RK,^[@cit10]^ they persisted during the simulations and stabilized the inhibitory conformation A-loop. The importance of these interactions were confirmed previously by the Tyr-to-Phe mutation experiments of the three A-loop tyrosines with increased activity.^[@cit66]^ More importantly, when the A-loop tyrosines were phosphorylated, their interactions with the Asp/Glu residues changed to repulsive ones. This repulsion destabilized the inhibitory A-loop, causing the A-loop to detach from the main body of the kinase (Fig. S10e[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Analysis of the interactions between the A-loop tyrosines and surrounding residues confirmed this destabilization; *i.e.*, their interactions were repulsive in I3PApo but attractive in I0PApo (Fig. S15[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In addition, since similar residues were conserved in other protein tyrosine kinases, especially in their inhibitory conformations (Table S2 and Fig. S16[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), this attraction-to-repulsion switch can be a common strategy to control their inhibitory conformation stability.

Besides the Lys1058--Asp1134 interaction (Fig. S5 and S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) discussed above, there were other interactions that affected the inactive conformation stability. One example was the Glu1020--Arg1104 salt bridge. In the I0PApo system, this salt bridge was formed transiently with concurrent inward rotation of the αC-helix ([Fig. 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests some sort of coupling between the salt bridge and αC-helix motion. We verified this coupling by MD simulations with the Arg1104Ala mutant, which showed no inward αC-helix rotation (Fig. S17 and Table S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Because the inward oriented αC-helix can hinder flipping of the inhibitory A-loop, the identified coupling suggests that this salt bridge plays a role in stabilizing the inactive conformation. In contrast, the salt bridge and inward αC-helix rotation did not occur in the phosphorylated kinase, likely due to altered interactions around Arg1104, resulting in an "out"-oriented αC-helix ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The importance of the similar salt bridge to Glu1020--Arg1104 for the inactive conformation stability has been suggested previously based on comparison of HCK structures.^[@cit67]^

![Side chain interactions and αC-helix motions. (a) The salt bridge between Glu1020 of αC-helix (yellow) and Arg1104 of A-loop (blue) in the unphosphorylated inactive conformation (I0PApo). (b) The correlated behavior between the Glu1020--Arg1104 salt-bridge distance and vertical αC-helix motion in I0PApo indicated with an arrow in (a). (c) The interaction details along the A-loop (red), αC-helix (red) and active site in the fully phosphorylated reactant state kinase (A3PRS). The substrate peptide are shown with pink cartoon, and key residues involved in the active site and other salt-bridge interactions are shown with the ball-and-stick model. Interaction distance bar plots for selected residue pairs are shown for A3PRS in (d) and for A0PRS in (e), respectively. The interaction indices are "1" for (p)Tyr1136 OH--Arg1012 CZ, "2" for Glu1016 CD--MgI, "3" for ATP ~β~P--MgI, "4" for Asp1123 CG--MgI, "5" for Glu1020 CD--MgI, and "6" for Asp1105 CG--MgI, respectively. The bars represent the average distance and the error bars denote their standard deviations determined from the MD simulations.](c7sc00055c-f4){#fig4}

Interactions in the active conformations controlling the stability and dynamics of the A-loop and αC-helix
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the active conformation systems, all phosphorylated A-loop tyrosines interacted attractively with neighboring positively charged residues, such as, Lys1100, Arg1102, Arg1104, Arg1128 and Arg1137, several of them *via* salt bridges (Fig. S6d[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). When these tyrosines were dephosphorylated, their interactions weakened compared with the salt bridges of the phosphorylated tyrosines (Fig. S15[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This change of interactions resulted in a diminished contribution of the dephosphorylated A-loop to the active conformation stability. This finding and the conservation of similar interactions in other kinases, including JAK2,^[@cit68]^ FGFR1 ([@cit69]) and RETK,^[@cit70]^ suggest the importance of these salt bridges in controlling active conformation A-loop stability.

In addition to the interactions with the A-loop tyrosines, several other interactions formed in the holo form kinase influenced the αC-helix orientation and dynamics. One example was the interaction between Glu1016 and Arg1012 on the αC-helix (Fig. S18[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These two residues formed an intra-helix salt bridge in the unphosphorylated (holo) kinase. When the kinase was phosphorylated, Arg1012 disengaged from Glu1016 and extended toward the phosphorylated Tyr1136 (pTyr1136) to interact with it in the reactant state (Fig. S18b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The estranged Glu1016 then oriented toward the active site to form a secondary coordination sphere interaction with an Mg^2+^ cofactor (MgI). These two interactions anchored the αC-helix to the active site and A-loop, thereby aiding proper positioning of the catalytic residues (*e.g.*, Aps1123 and Asp1105) as well as substrate tyrosine for efficient phosphoryl transfer ([Fig. 4c--e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These interactions also explain the diminished αC-helix dynamics (Fig. S1b and S12b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), enhanced correlation of the active site (Fig. S9g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and stronger connectivity between the αC-helix and A-loop in the phosphorylated holo form kinase (Fig. S10g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). To confirm the role of these two residues in regulating αC-helix orientation and dynamics, MD simulations were performed with the double mutant (Arg1012Ala/Glu1016Ala). The mutant (in its phosphorylated holo state) showed outward rotation of the αC-helix (Fig. S19[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), similar to that observed in the wild-type unphosphorylated holo form kinases ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The conservation of similar interactions in other protein kinases (Fig. S20[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and previous kinetic analysis performed with a PKA mutant^[@cit71]^ support the role of the coupling between the αC-helix and A-loop in fine-tuning the catalytic activity of IGF-1RK and other related kinases.

The salt bridge between Glu1020 and Lys1003 has been used widely as an indicator of the active form kinase, which switches to Gly1020--Arg1128 salt bridge in the inactive kinase.^[@cit14],[@cit21],[@cit72]--[@cit74]^ We utilized aMD simulations^[@cit75]^ to probe effects of A-loop phosphorylation on these two interactions and αC-helix dynamics. The results showed that A-loop dephosphorylation facilitated the salt-bridge switch and enhanced the αC-helix dynamics (Fig. S21 and S22[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). They suggest that the unphosphorylated kinase exhibits enhanced conformational dynamics in its active conformation, which may facilitate the kinase\'s conformational change to the inactive conformation.

Free energies of A-loop phosphorylation in different functional and conformational states of IGF-1RK
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the effects of A-loop phosphorylation on kinase stability, four alchemical transformation simulations, *i.e.*, I0P→3PApo, A0P→3PApo, A0P→3PRS and A0P→3PPS, were performed by mutating each A-loop tyrosine (Tyr) to phosphotyrosine (pTyr). We also performed the phosphorylation transformation of a tyrosine residue in water. For each transformation, the reliability of the results was examined by checking convergence of the computed free energy values (Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and free energy gradients (Fig. S23[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Then, using the free energy value for a tyrosine in water as a reference, the free energy change was determined for each system pair. The results are presented in Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} as ΔΔ*F*, which can be considered as the free energy contribution of A-loop phosphorylation to the kinase stability (relative to the unfolded protein). For example, a positive value of 12.7 kcal mol^--1^ in I0P→3PApo indicates the destabilization of the inactive conformation and --0.5 kcal mol^--1^ in A0P→3PApo the stabilization of the active conformation by A-loop phosphorylation, respectively ([Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

![(a) Proposed IGF-1RK catalytic cycle and associated free energy changes. The free energy profile was constructed first for the unphosphorylated kinase (blue), based on the previous experimental and theoretical results on IRK family and other protein kinases ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The free energy profile for the fully phosphorylated kinase (red) were then constructed by applying the free energy values determined in the present study (Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). In both profiles, the solid lines indicates metastable conformational states, and the dashed lines represent proposed changes between two neighboring metastable states (*i.e.*, conformation change, ligand bindings and catalysis). (b) Schematic representations of the free energy changes of the IGF-1RK conformational change (top), substrate binding (middle) and phosphoryl transfer reaction (bottom). In each diagram, the changes of free energy are indicated with the arrow, and the red- and blue-lines represent the free energy profiles of fully activated and inactive form kinases, respectively.](c7sc00055c-f5){#fig5}

In addition, the results provided information about the effects of A-loop phosphorylation on substrate/product binding. For example, the free energy difference of --1.1 kcal mol^--1^ between A0P→3PRS and A0P→3PApo (Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) indicates that the phosphorylated kinase has a slightly higher substrate binding affinity than the unphosphorylated kinase in the active conformation. Similarly, the 2.2 kcal mol^--1^ change between A0P→3PPS and A0P→3PApo indicates a lower product binding affinity in the phosphorylated kinase than the corresponding unphosphorylated kinase. However, these values cannot be directly compared with the experimentally estimated substrate/product binding free energies, because those values for the unphosphorylated kinase correspond to the inactive conformation. To compare with experimental values, the present values have to be corrected by the free energy difference between the active and inactive conformations (*i.e.*, 4.0 kcal mol^--1^ in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The resultant values were intriguingly very close to the experimental estimations ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).^[@cit12]^

###### Free energy changes along the catalytic cycle of IGF-1RK in both the unphosphorylated (0P) and fully phosphorylated (3P) kinases. The free energy values based on the experimental or previous computational results are shown in normal, and the free energy values estimated based on the present alchemical simulation results are shown in bold

  Step                                                                        0P state          3P state                                                                                                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------------
  Conformational change                                                       I0PApo → A0PApo   4.0[^*a*^](#tab1fna){ref-type="table-fn"} (≥1.3)[^*b*^](#tab1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}   I3PApo → A3PApo   **--9.2**
  Substrate binding[^*c*^](#tab1fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}                     I0PApo → A0PRS    --7.8                                                                                    A3PApo → A3PRS    --12 **(--12.9)**
  (A0PApo → A0PRS)                                                            (--11.8)                                                                                                                     
  Barrier for the phosphoryl transfer[^*d*^](#tab1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}   A0PRS → A0PPS     17.7                                                                                     A3PRS → A3PPS     15.4
  Catalytic phosphoryl transfer equilibrium                                   A0PRS → A0PPS     --1.2[^*e*^](#tab1fne){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              A3PRS → A3PPS     **2.1**
  Product release[^*f*^](#tab1fnf){ref-type="table-fn"}                       A0PPS → I0PApo    7.6                                                                                      A3PPS → A3PApo    10 **(9.4)**
  (A0PPS → A0PApo)                                                            (11.6)                                                                                                                       

^*a*^This value was estimated as the average of the Src,^[@cit25]^ EGFR,^[@cit76]^ and CDK5 ^[@cit29]^ simulation results.

^*b*^This value was determined based on the experimental results that \>90% of IRK is in the inactive conformation in its basally active kinase form.^[@cit81]^

^*c*^Binding free energies were estimated based on the *K* ~M~ values of substrates in IRK.^[@cit12]^ In this estimation, binding of ATP and substrate peptide to the kinase was assumed to follow a rapid-equilibrium-random-order mechanism. Then, the total binding free energy is the sum of the two binding energies, as Δ*F* = *RT* ln(*K* ~M,ATP~) + *RT* ln(*K* ~M,peptide~), where *R* and *T* are the gas constant and temperature (298 K in the present work), respectively. For the unphosphorylated kinase, since substrate binding was assumed to occur from the inactive conformation, the substrate binding free energy between the active conformations (*i.e.*, A0PApo → A0PRS) required a correction by the free energy difference between the active and inactive conformations (*i.e.*, I0PApo → A0PApo).

^*d*^The phosphoryl transfer barrier heights were estimated based on the catalytic rates reported for IRK^[@cit12]^ and using the Eyring\'s transition state theory.

^*e*^To determine the reaction free energy in the active site of IGF-1RK, we first estimated the total reaction free energy of the uncatalyzed reaction (*i.e.*, the same reaction in water) based on the kinetic data reported for Src.^[@cit82]^ The free energies of substrate binding and product release for IRK were then applied.

^*f*^Free energy values for product binding were estimated based on the *K* ~i~ values of ADP and phosphorylated peptide in IRK,^[@cit12]^ using Δ*F* = *RT* ln(*K* ~i,ADP~) + *RT* ln(*K* ~i,phosphopeptide~), as in the substrate binding free energy estimation. For the inactive conformation, we applied the same correction that was applied to the substrate binding free energy, to determine the free energy of product binding to the active conformation (*i.e.*, A0PApo → A0PPS). The free energy of product release was the negative of the product binding free energy.

Discussion
==========

In [Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we present the free energy profiles of both the inactive (0P) and fully active (3P) kinases along their entire catalytic cycle, encompassing the conformational change, substrate binding, γ-phosphoryl transfer and product release. These profiles were constructed by combining the present simulation results with previously published data on IRK family and other kinases ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Based on the figure, we discuss below the impacts of A-loop phosphorylation on each step of the IGF-1RK catalytic cycle from the perspective of protein dynamics, side chain interactions and thermodynamics.

Conformational change between the active and inactive conformations
-------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} clearly demonstrates the population shift from the inactive to the active conformation upon A-loop phosphorylation. Our analysis shows that this occurs by destabilization of the inactive conformation by 12.7 kcal mol^--1^, whereas the active conformation contributes only 0.5 kcal mol^--1^ to the conformational change. In the absence of the phosphorylation, the inactive conformation is favored by ∼4.0 kcal mol^--1^ (based on the Src,^[@cit25]^ EGFR^[@cit76]^ and CDK5 ([@cit29]) results). Based on these values, we can estimate --9.2 kcal mol^--1^ as the free energy difference between the active and inactive conformations of the fully phosphorylated kinase and --13.2 kcal mol^--1^ as the total allosteric effects of A-loop phosphorylation ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). This large free energy change suggests that A-loop phosphorylation provides a sufficient driving force for the conformational change to the active state, primarily *via* destabilization of the inactive conformation.

The interaction and protein dynamics analyses supported the determined free energy changes. In the inactive conformation, two types of interactions were found to be important for controlling the inhibited conformation stability, *i.e.*, the hydrogen bonds between the A-loop tyrosines and neighboring Asp/Glu residues (Fig. S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and the Glu1020--Arg1104 ([Fig. 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and Asp1134--Lys1058 salt bridges (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). A-loop phosphorylation disrupts these interactions and yields a flexible A-loop. This then, in concert with outward rotation of αC-helix, triggers flipping of the DFG motif towards the active conformation orientation. In the active conformation, A-loop phosphorylation forms multiple salt bridges (Fig. S6d[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), and stabilizes the active conformation A-loop.

The mechanisms presented by IGF-1RK can be applicable to other protein kinases. For example, in Src kinase, although different set of interactions are involved in the conformational change upon A-loop phosphorylation (at Tyr416),^[@cit64],[@cit77]^ the conserved Asp386 interacts repulsively with pTyr416 (Fig. S16[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This repulsion in conjunction with the release of its SH2/SH3 regulatory domains destabilizes the inactive conformation of the kinase and ultimately, induces its conformational change.^[@cit78]^ In Fig. S16 and Table S2,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} we presents more examples of such negative residues surrounding A-loop tyrosines, which potentially contribute to their activation.

Substrate binding and product release steps
-------------------------------------------

The estimated free energy contribution of A-loop phosphorylation to ligand binding (in the active conformation) was --1.1 kcal mol^--1^ for substrates and 2.2 kcal mol^--1^ for products ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). For the substrate binding, the relatively small free energy change suggests that A-loop phosphorylation has a small impact on substrate binding once the kinase adopts the active conformation. As noted, however, this value cannot be directly compared with the experimental value of --4.2 kcal mol^--1^ (--7.8 kcal mol^--1^ of the 0P state *vs.* --12.0 kcal mol^--1^ of the 3P state; [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}),^[@cit12]^ because the more favored conformation is different between the fully phosphorylated and unphosphorylated kinases. In the experimentally determined values, the effects of the difference of favored conformations were naturally included, whereas the calculated values were only based on the active conformation. We corrected this discrepancy by applying the free energy difference between the active and inactive conformations (*i.e.*, 4.0 kcal mol^--1^) to the unphosphorylated kinase result. This yielded a value of --5.1 kcal mol^--1^ ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}) as the phosphorylation contribution to substrate binding, which agrees with the experimental estimation of --4.2 kcal mol^--1^. This result suggests that substrate binding is favored by A-loop phosphorylation, mainly because the active conformation is thermodynamically favored in the phosphorylated kinase.

Regarding product binding, the same free energy correction was applied, yielding --1.8 kcal mol^--1^ as the phosphorylation contribution to product binding. This value is comparable to --2.4 kcal mol^--1^, estimated based on the IRK *K* ~i~ values (--7.6 kcal mol^--1^ of 0P state *versus* --10.0 kcal mol^--1^ of 3P state in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). On the other hand, if the product binding only to the active conformation was considered, a value of 2.2 kcal mol^--1^ of unfavorable free energy was obtained. This value implies that A-loop phosphorylation lowers the product binding affinity in the active conformation. This decrease of binding affinity is due to the destabilization of the product state by the phosphorylation (1.7 kcal mol^--1^), whereas the other two active conformation states were stabilized by A-loop phosphorylation (Table S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Our interaction analysis rationalizes the destabilization in the product state. Specifically, as presented in Fig. S18,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} the pTyr1136--Arg1012 interaction was disrupted in A3PPS, whereas it remained intact in A3PRS. This change occurred because the γ-phosphoryl transfer induced local rearrangement of the active site of the kinase, in particular, in the orientations of the β-phosphate of ADP and Mg^2+^ cofactors. Consequently, the coupling between the αC-helix and A-loop was weakened, lowering the stability of the A-loop relative to the reactant state. This lowered binding affinity in the product state indicates that product release is thermodynamically enhanced *via* the phosphorylation, which would benefit the kinase\'s catalytic turnover.

Catalytic step and free energy of catalytic reaction
----------------------------------------------------

Previously, we have shown that kinase phosphorylation enhances correlated protein motions in IRK, thereby increasing its catalytic activity.^[@cit33]^ The present study identified similarly enhanced protein dynamics and strong community connectivity between the αC-helix and A-loop in the reactant state of IGF-1RK (Fig. S9g and S10g[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), suggesting a similar role of protein dynamics in kinase allostery. As discussed above, changes in side chain interactions underlie the protein dynamics and connectivity changes caused by A-loop phosphorylation and control the αC-helix orientation ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For example, in A3PRS, the αC-helix is held close to the active site and A-loop *via* the pTyr1136--Arg1012 and Glu1016--MgI interactions ([Fig. 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In this way, the kinase can assemble the catalytic residues, *e.g.*, Asp1123 and Asp1105 ([Fig. 4c--e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), properly for catalysis. However, once the kinase is dephosphorylated, these interactions are lost and a less organized active site is formed (Fig. S18a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

In addition to the changes of catalytic rates,^[@cit11]^ A-loop phosphorylation changes the free energy of catalytic reaction from --1.2 kcal mol^--1^ to 2.1 kcal mol^--1^ ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). This change indicates that A-loop phosphorylation thermodynamically disfavors the chemical reaction. Since the increased reaction free energy is directly connected with the decreased product binding affinity in the fully phosphorylated kinase ([Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}), the same interaction changes in the product state are responsible for the changes of both the catalytic reaction free energy and product binding affinity. Taken together, the results suggest that A-loop phosphorylation fine-tunes the chemical step *via* modifications of interactions that couple the αC-helix with the A-loop and active site. These interactions not only assist the formation of a catalytically competent active site but also suppress their fluctuations during catalysis.

Proposed allosteric mechanism of IGF-1RK activation
---------------------------------------------------

By summarizing all results described thus far, we propose a mechanism of IGF-1RK activation mediated by A-loop phosphorylation, which is achieved in two steps. In the first step, the favored conformation of the kinase is changed to the active conformation after A-loop phosphorylation ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} upper panel). We have shown that this change is mainly driven by destabilization of the inactive conformation. In particular, the electrostatic repulsion between the kinase and phosphorylated A-loop tyrosines destabilizes the kinase and disturbs the structure and dynamics of A-loop. These local perturbations propagate along the A-loop and in concert with the change of αC-helix orientation induce flipping of the DFG motif, which in turn trigger the global conformational change. This mechanism is consistent with the previous simulation results suggesting the importance of DFG flipping to the conformational change of Abl kinase.^[@cit79]^ In addition, as depicted in [Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (middle panel), the shift of favored kinase conformation results in the increase of substrate binding affinity in the activated kinase.

In the second step, the interactions between A-loop and αC-helix are altered after A-loop phosphorylation to fine tune the organization of the active site and coordinated protein motions of the active form kinase. The changes in the active site enhance the catalytic activity of the kinase ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} lower panel). For example, after the substrate binding, the increased coupling between the A-loop and αC-helix in the fully phosphorylated kinase tightens the local structure of the active site, making it better organized for catalytic reaction. On the other hand, in the product state, the coupling between the A-loop and αC-helix is weakened to reduce the stability of the kinase relative to that of the unphosphorylated kinase. As a consequence of the change, the reaction free energy is increased.

Taken together, the IGF-1RK activity is modulated not only by changes of favored kinase conformations but also by changes of active site architecture and dynamics. The proposed roles of A-loop phosphorylation can be tested, for example, by introducing mutations at the negatively charged residues that interact with the inactive conformation A-loop tyrosines and measuring variation of their kinetic parameters (*i.e.*, *k* ~cat~ and *K* ~M~ values) at different A-loop phosphorylation levels. Such experiment in conjunction with existing simulation and experimental data will increase our understanding of the mechanisms of IGF-1RK regulation and also generally kinase allostery.^[@cit80]^

Conclusions
===========

In this study, molecular dynamics and alchemical free energy simulations were performed to understand the protein dynamics, structural and thermodynamic basis of IGF-1RK regulation by activation loop (A-loop) phosphorylation. By integrating the present simulation data with previous experimental and theoretical data, free energy landscapes representing the entire catalytic cycle of IGF-1RK were constructed for both the fully activated and basally active enzymes. The constructed free energy profiles together with analyses of MD simulations revealed that A-loop phosphorylation drives the population shift of the kinase to favor the active conformation over the inactive one by 9.2 kcal mol^--1^, and enhances substrate binding affinity of the kinase. In addition, A-loop phosphorylation exerts its effects on the phosphoryl transfer and product release *via* stabilization of the reactant state by 1.1 kcal mol^--1^ and destabilization of the product state by 2.2 kcal mol^--1^, respectively, relative to the apo active conformation kinase. Analysis of the side chain interactions and dynamics of the αC-helix and A-loop supported the thermodynamic results and provided a detailed model explaining the IGF-1RK allostery leading to the kinase activation *via* inducing population shift and fine-tuning active site organization. In particular, A-loop phosphorylation induces changes in multiple side chain interactions and protein motions in the A-loop and αC-helix. These changes are propagated to the rest of the kinase to perturb the conformational equilibrium and ultimately increase catalytic activity of the kinase.
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